MANIFESTO

I, Shivam Vinod Patil (200020128), if selected as Sports Secretary of Hostel 9, propose to do the following in my tenure:

INITIATIVES:

- Arrange fitness sessions in the starting of semester for smooth transition from online to offline semester.
- Will make database specific to each sport comprising of experienced players and interested players for easing team formation process and to know interest of players.

FOLLOW UPS:

- Arrange meetings with seniors who have played in Inter-IITs, GCs for proper guidance and motivation for players.

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP:

- Will try to maximize freshies’ participation in GCs.
- Will form teams with proper trials under guidance of senior players.
- Will inform about events through notice boards, hostel website, facebook and Instagram pages, whatsapp groups.
- Will ensure slot booking of grounds in a time frame suitable for all players.
- Conduct practice sessions about 2-3 weeks prior to the GCs with proper equipments.
- Provide refreshments and first-aids during GCs and events.
- Will encourage all the hostelites to participate as well as cheer for teams with proper incentives.
- Be in contact with all the team captains during GCs to resolve any queries.

MAINTAINANCE:

- Will maintain inventory properly and keep track of all equipments available.
- Will check the condition of all the equipments from time to time.
- Ensure if the grounds/courts are maintained properly.

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER:

- Will coordinate with other council members and help for better performance of hostel.
- Help with the conduct of cultural GCs and other festivals.
- Participate in GCs, Gala Dinner, 9tanki with full enthusiasm.

INTRA-HOSTEL:

- Organize intra hostel sports like cricket, football, chess, carrom prior to the GCs.
- Will help in smooth conduct of Pluto fiesta like distributing forms for T-shirt orders, contacting the vendors etc.

CREDENTIALS:

- NSO 2020-2021. (Trained under Hockey coach).